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WEEKLY SUMMARY OF INCIDENTS

PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

February 3, 2023 — February 9, 2023

02/ 03/ 2023 23- 00003316 Retail Theft 800 Devon Ave. 

On 02/ 03/ 2023 at approximately 1928 hours, an unknown male offender was seen taking cosmetic items off the shelf, placing them in a
bag, and fled the store without paying for the merchandise. 

02/ 04/ 2023 23- 00003393 Motor Vehicle Theft 1900 Block of Vine Ave. 
Sometime during the overnight hours of 2/ 3/ 2023- 2/4/ 2023, an unknown offender( s) took the victim' s 2013 Infiniti model G37 and fled the
scene. 

02/ 04/2023 22- 00003403 Attempt Burglary 1900 Block of S. Prospect Ave. 
On 02/ 04/ 2023 at approximately 1900 hours, the victim heard knocking on his front door. The victim observed a total of three male
subjects shining a flashlight into the residence. The offender( s) were able to damage the door frame and attempt to open the door, but the
victim was able to push back and kept the door closed preventing entry into the residence. The offender( s) fled from the scene. 

02/ 06/ 2023 23- 00003538 Suspicious Circumstance 1500 Stewart Ave. 

On 02/ 06/ 2023 at approximately 0800 hours, a juvenile student was walking to school when an unknown H/ M began to follow him. As the
student arrived at the school, the offender stopped following, entered a black pickup truck , and left the area in an unknown direction. 

02/ 07/ 2023 23- 00003670 Theft Over $ 500 1700 Block of Woodland Ave. 

On 02/ 07/ 2023 the victim noticed that multiple items of jewelry were missing from her residence. The jewelry missing has a total
approximate value of $ 35, 000 USC. 

02/ 08/ 2023 23- 00003800 Attempt Residential Burglary 600 Block of S Crescent Ave. 

On 02/ 08/ 2023 between 1515 and 1630 hours an unknown offender( s) attempted to enter the residence. There was visible damage to the
door lock and frame. 



02/ 09/ 2023 23- 00003882 Criminal Damage To Property 100 Block of N. Hamlin Ave. 

On 02/ 09/ 2023, the property owner of the building discovered the mailboxes of the residents were opened and some of the mailboxes
were ripped off the wall. At the time of the report, it was unknown if any mail was taken. 


